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Advantages of MKIDs

• Relative ease of fabrication:

! Sensor is a single layer of a 

well-understood material e.g. 

aluminum

• Powerful multiplexing strategy:

! Many detectors are coupled to 

a single feedline

! Microwave readout means lots 

of bandwidth per detector

• Readout electronics resides outside 

the cryostat

! Interchangeability

! Simplified development

Energy resolution: 
sub-eV → meV 
thresholds w/o HV
Direct sensitivity to  

pair-breaking phonons
Large resonators obviate 

qp trapping

Gapped density of states
Thermal qp population 

exponentially suppressed

Fundamentally non-
dissipative

Noise is limited by
qp population fluctuations
amplifier noise

Multiplexing:  
Highly position-resolved 
phonon detection 
→ NR/ER discrimination,  
position fiducialization
KIDs are Q>105 resonators 

→ Readout many with one 
cryo line/amplifier; most 
electronics at 300K

Why sense phonons with kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs)?
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these detectors have generally been used with individual preampli-
fiers and wiring for the output signals, which is clearly impractical
for large arrays. Instead, a multiplexed readout approach is needed,
in which preamplifiers and signal wiring are shared among multiple
detectors. Multiplexing schemes are now being developed for
transition-edge sensors15,16, but will require complex, custom-
designed superconducting electronics, located close to the detector
array. Our detector concept17 is based on the microwave measure-
ment of the complex impedance of a thin superconducting film, and
allows a simple frequency-domain approach to multiplexing. This
results in a dramatic simplification of the detector array and
associated cryogenic electronics, and harnesses the rapid advances
in wireless communications electronics. The results we present
include the demonstration of single X-ray photon detection with
a high signal-to-noise ratio and a measurement of the detector
noise. Although much work remains to be done to optimize the
performance, and to produce and use practical detector arrays, the
devices already achieve very interesting levels of sensitivity.
In order to explain the operation of our detector, wemust quickly

review the electrodynamics of superconductors18. As its name
implies, a superconductor has zero resistance for d.c. electrical

current. This supercurrent is carried by pairs of electrons, known
as Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs are bound together by the electron–
phonon interaction, with a binding energy 2D < 3.5kBTc, where Tc

is the superconducting transition temperature. However, supercon-
ductors have a nonzero impedance for a.c. currents. An electric field
applied near the surface of a superconductor causes the Cooper
pairs to accelerate, allowing energy storage in the form of kinetic
energy. Because the supercurrent is non-dissipative, this energy may
be extracted by reversing the electric field. Similarly, energy may be
stored in the magnetic field inside the superconductor, which
penetrates only a short distance, l < 50 nm, from the surface.
The overall effect is that a superconductor has a surface inductance
L s ! m0l, due to the reactive energy flow between the super-
conductor and the electromagnetic field. The surface impedance
Zs ! Rs " iqLs also includes a surface resistance Rs, which describes
a.c. losses at angular frequency q caused by the small fraction of
electrons that are not in Cooper pairs, which are called ‘quasipar-
ticles’. For temperatures Tmuch lower than Tc, Rs ,, qLs.

Photons with sufficient energy (hn . 2D) may break apart one or
more Cooper pairs (Fig. 1a). The absorption of a high-energy
photon creates Nqp < hhn/D quasiparticles; the excess quasiparti-

Figure 1 An illustration of the detection principle. a, Photons with energy hn . 2D are

absorbed in a superconducting film cooled to T ,, Tc, breaking Cooper pairs and

creating a number of quasiparticle excitations Nqp ! hhn/D. In this diagram, Cooper

pairs (C) are shown at the Fermi level, and the density of states for quasiparticles18, Ns(E ),

is plotted as the shaded area as a function of quasiparticle energy E. b, The increase in
quasiparticle density changes the (mainly inductive) surface impedance Zs ! R s " iq Ls
of the film, which is used as part of a microwave resonant circuit. The resonant circuit is

depicted schematically here as a parallel LC circuit which is capacitively coupled to a

through line. The effect of the surface inductance L s is to increase the total inductance L,

while the effect of the surface resistance Rs is to make the inductor slightly lossy (adding a

series resistance). c, On resonance, the LC circuit loads the through line, producing a dip
in its transmission. The quasiparticles produced by the photons increase both L s and R s,

which moves the resonance to lower frequency (due to L s), andmakes the dip broader and

shallower (due to R s). Both of these effects contribute to changing the amplitude

(producing power change dP ) (c) and phase (d) of a microwave probe signal transmitted
though the circuit. The definition of the phase angle used here is explained in Fig. 3. The

amplitude and phase curves shown in this illustration are actually the data measured for

the test device (Fig. 2) at 120mK (solid lines) and 260mK (dashed lines). This choice of

circuit design, which has high transmission away from resonance, is very well suited for

frequency-domain multiplexing, because multiple resonators operating at slightly

different frequencies could all be coupled to the same through line.

Figure 2 A microscope photograph of the device tested. Light and dark regions are the

aluminium film and bare sapphire substrate, respectively. A, coplanar waveguide (CPW)

through line used for excitation and readout. B, Meandered quarter-wavelength resonator

section, with an overall length of 3 mm, and resonance frequency around 10 GHz. C,

coupling capacitor. D, short-circuit termination. The coupling region is magnified in the

inset; the diagram shows the equivalent circuit. Both CPW lines have a 50Q characteristic

impedance, and are fabricated from a single 2,200-Å-thick aluminum film (T c ! 1.23 K)

using standard contact photolithography. The centre conductor of width 3 mm is

separated by 2-mm gaps from ground planes on either side. The fraction a of the total

inductance per unit length contributed by the surface inductance of the aluminium film

can be written as a sum of centre strip and ground plane terms, a ! acentre " aground.

These are calculated to be acentre < 0.04 and aground < 0.02 using a finite-element

method26, assuming an effective penetration depth l ! 50 nm. The measured resonator

quality factor Q ! f0 /Df is 52,500 at low temperatures T ,, Tc (Fig. 1). This device is

mainly sensitive to photon events in the centre strip (V ! 2,000mm3) of the CPW line

rather than in the ground plane, because the microwave current in the ground plane is

concentrated near the edge of the CPW line; quasiparticles generated in the ground plane

near the edge of the CPW line can easily diffuse away. Similarly, the device is more

sensitive to centre strip events occurring near the short-circuited end, where the

standing-wave pattern of the microwave current reaches a maximum. Quasiparticles

generated in the centre strip may also diffuse out of the short-circuited end; the peak

response therefore occurs roughly one diffusion length (,1mm) from this end. Photon

events in the through line are not seen, because there is no resonant enhancement of the

surface impedance effect.
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Figure 1. Projected reach from single phonon excitations (dashed) and electron transitions (solid) for DM scattering mediated
by a kinetically mixed light dark photon (the smallest-gap target InSb su↵ers from slow convergence in the electronic transition
calculation at m� < 1MeV, for which we show results of the two most accurate runs with solid and dotted curves, see
Appendix A 1 for details). Nuclear recoils (not shown) can also probe this model, but the conclusion on which targets are
superior is the same as for the light hadrophilic mediator model. A detector threshold of 1meV is used for the phonon
calculations, and all transitions with energy deposition greater than the band gaps are included in electron excitations. The
freeze-in benchmark is taken from Refs. [12, 79], corrected by including plasmon decay for sub-MeV DM [80]. Stellar constraints
are from Ref. [81] and direct detection constraints are from DAMIC [61], DarkSide-50 [82], SENSEI [62], SuperCDMS [68],
XENON10 [14, 21], and XENON100 [82, 83].

Thus materials having low energy optical phonon modes
are desirable to search for light dark matter; CsI, for
example, has particularly low-lying optical phonon exci-
tations, and its sensitivity to the lightest DM masses is
seen in Fig. 1.

We can also see that at higher masses, single optical
phonon production rates vary widely between materials.
This can be understood analytically. Consider first the
simplest case of a diatomic polar crystal (e.g. GaAs).
The dominant contribution to the q integral in Eq. (20)
is well within the 1BZ and therefore we can set G = 0,
Wj ' 0, and g(q,!) / q�1. Approximating Z⇤

j
' Z⇤

j
1,

and noting that Z⇤
1
= �Z⇤

2
⌘ Z⇤, we see that the rate

is dominated by the longitudinal optical (LO) mode, for
which one can show ✏LO,k,1 and ✏LO,k,2 are anti-parallel,
and |✏LO,k,j | =

p
µ12/mj in the limit k ! 0, where µ12 is

the reduced mass of the two ions. Further approximating
the phonon dispersion as constant and "1 ' "1 1, the

rate simplifies to
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We call Q a quality factor, since it is the combination
of material-specific quantities that determines the direct
detection rate. A higher-Q material has a better reach
in the high mass regime. More concretely, we find
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◆
. (26)

Note that although we have focused on the special case
of diatomic polar crystals in order to derive analytic esti-
mates, similar considerations apply for more complicated
crystals. For example, it is not surprising that larger

Griffin et al. https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.055004
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Two Architectures
Low-threshold: 

1 KID on a gm substrate for NEXUS/LBNL

“piZIP”: Fine-grained phonon sensor enables:
Phonon-based fiducialization in z and r

NR/ER discr. via NTL phonon position
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a resolution on absorbed energy. A single resonator resolution on absorbed energy can be
converted to �E by appropriate scaling by

p
Nr and ⌘ph. In an 80-resonator device, we

determined �E = 0.36 keV FWHM. The discrepancy with the expected energy resolution of
0.24 keV FWHM is likely due to an overestimation of ⌘ph, which we cannot measure until
we do an absolute energy resolution measurement with a collimated photon source. We are
currently working on performing this measurement and also obtaining an energy resolution
for the 40-resonator device in Figure 2.

4 Efforts to improve our energy resolution

4.1 Decreasing device size

Figure 3: Smaller device design and an

initial prototype of this design

Assuming we keep the number of resonators per
unit area fixed, the resolution will improve as we de-
crease Asub because the (amplifier-limited) energy res-
olution scales as the square root of the number of
resonators. Of the many variables in our energy res-
olution expression, Asub is the most straightforward
to change. To motivate a specific size, the CdZnTe
detectors in NuSTAR were on 2 cm ⇥ 2 cm wafers, so
we will reorient our device design for this implemen-
tation. This factor of 25 in Asub becomes a factor of
5 in our energy resolution.

To this end, toward the end of last year, I designed a device that would fit on this
smaller wafer (Figure 3a). After ordering the lithography mask, I started fabrication of this
new design at the beginning of 2020. Fabrication of our devices occurs in the Microdevices
Laboratory (MDL) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Over the last six months, I
have worked with MDL collaborator Bruce Bumble and graduate student Yen-Yung Chang
to learn the ins and outs of our device fabrication. This work culminated in the �75 mm
wafer device shown in Figure 2. For the smaller device, we have modified the fabrication
procedure to use a stepper instead of contact mask lithography; this facilitates production
of multiple devices from a single �75 mm wafer and also provides more flexibility for design
tweaks post-mask production. I was trained on the stepper this past month and produced
an initial prototype of this smaller device design (Figure 3b).

4.2 Use a lower Tc material

Lower Tc corresponds to a lower superconducting energy gap �, which means a higher
Bogoliubov quasiparticle yield for a given amount of deposited energy. Instead of Al with
Tc = 1.2 K, we will use AlMn, which has a tunable Tc depending on the ratio of Al to Mn, at
a Tc = 0.3 K, providing a factor of 4 improvement while still being testable at our dilution
fridge baseline temperature of 40 mK. Additional gains may be possible if ⌧qp increases as �
is decreased, as is expected from superconductivity theory [8]. We do not assume this latter
factor, however, because there may be a countervailing increase in creation of quasiparticles
by readout power, rendering our calculation conservative. Fabricating an AlMn device is
straightforward because of similar chemical properties to Al relevant for lithography. MDL,
though not currently equipped with a machine to deposit AlMn films, is planning to buy a
sputter deposition system to do so. In the meantime, we have collaborative agreements with

stage σpt

low-threshold piZIP
current (estimated) 10 eV 240 eV
single-KID optimized 1-7 eV —
increase τqp to 1 ms 0.3-2 eV 80 eV
quantum-limited amplifier 45-360 meV 25 eV
AlMn (Tc in K) 5-70 meV (0.1K) 5 eV (0.2K)
squeezed vacuum/

amplification 0.5-7 meV —

75 mm
x 1 mm

22 mm
x 1 mm
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Both architectures funded for development.: LBNL QIS + FNAL LDRD for  
low-threshold, DOE HEP DetRnD for piZIP,  grad+postdoc fellowships
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Demonstration Runs Planned at NEXUS
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CEνNS Energy Scales (Redux)

Reference point: SuperCDMS SNOLAB G2  
(https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.95.082002)

2 keVnr threshold for NRs w/discrimination  
based on ionization yield (iZIP)
few 8B, hep neutrinos above discr. threshold

~50 total at 350 eVnr threshold, but no discr.

50 eVnr threshold for NRs w/o discr. (HV)
pep, 15O neutrinos detectable above threshold, 

but << backgrounds (cosmo, radon, Compton)

KID-Based Future Options
Key point: Frenkel defect energy ~ 20 eVnr

No ionization production below this energy

Three energy regimes:
Down to 10s of eVnr: phonon-based iZIP (piZIP): 

Drift-phonon-position-based NR discrimination

Egap (~1 eV) to 10s of eVnr: 10 cm3 piZIP 
NR discrimination to lower energies via improved energy  

resolution

< Egap: small-format (1 cm3) 0V detectors provide 
access to < eVnr recoils, no ERs possible

Environmental, coherent photon-nucleus scattering bgnds likely to become dominant problems
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